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Abstract
This work presents a novel numerical simulation of the collapse process of cable-stayed bridges based on the improved applied 
element method, which was originally developed as an effective numerical tool for large-scale framed structures under severe 
loading circumstances. For that, a straight spring element type is utilized for modeling the stay-cable with an equivalent modulus 
of elasticity that combines the effects of material and geometric deformation of the bridge cables. Moreover, the advantage of the 
multi-layered element type, which allows for the modeling of various rectangular or non-rectangular RC and composite sections 
without any complications, is utilized for modeling the pylon and the deck. The pretension forces in the cables are applied by 
adding an initial loading procedure in which the stay-cable is exposed to an initial strain to consider the effect of prestressing. 
The mass matrix is modified to include the stay-cable mass, which is lumped at the centroid of the elements connected by the 
stay-cable. The proposed modeling approach takes material and geometric nonlinearities into account for both the multi-layered 
element and the stay-cable. Verification examples are provided to examine the capability of the model. The comparison between 
the results of the proposed modeling technique and the finite element results has shown good agreement, highlighting the reli-
ability of the proposed modeling technique. In addition, the developed tool is used to carry out collapse analysis of a cable-stayed 
bridge under a cable-loss scenario to examine the capability of the proposed technique.

Keywords Cable-stayed bridges · Stay-cable · Collapse analysis · Improved applied element method · Multi-layered 
element · Cable-loss
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1 Introduction

Bridge collapse incidents have been recorded in recent 
years, resulting in serious economic and life losses. 
Throughout history, numerous bridges have collapsed for 
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a variety of reasons, which fall into two broad categories: 
natural factors and man-made factors. Natural hazards 
such as earthquakes, tsunamis, floods, mudslides, and hur-
ricanes may all cause structural collapse. Engineers are 
fully aware of these phenomena, and incorporating natural 
activities into design procedures is a requirement of build-
ing code requirements. Although those codes are gener-
ally conservative, certain failures do occur. On the other 
hand, collapse of structures can be caused by a variety of 
purposeful or unintentional man-made hazards, including 
violent changes in air pressure caused by an explosion or 
blast, accidental collisions between vehicles and bridge 
superstructures, fire, and vehicle overloading. These inci-
dents, however, are random in nature, depending on the 
significance and vulnerability of the target structure, ease 
of access, and other complicating variables (Deng et al. 
2016).

Several studies on structural failures have been published 
in recent years, and considerable emphasis has been placed 
on buildings, leaving the bridge area unexplored or just 
partially studied. However, recent bridge failures in Genoa 
(Italy) in 2018, Kolkata (India) in 2018, and Su'ao Town-
ship (Taiwan) in 2019 have highlighted public concern about 
infrastructure safety due to their repercussions for lives and 
injuries, as well as economic and social losses (Domaneschi 
et al. 2019).

The collapse analysis of cable-stayed bridges was inves-
tigated under different loading scenarios. The unexpected 
loss of cables is typically coupled with both material and 
geometrical nonlinearities, resulting in significant impulsive 
dynamic loads on the structure that might potentially cause 
the entire bridge to collapse. Accordingly, the structural 
response of such bridges under the unexpected loss of cables 
was investigated by means of static and dynamic analyses 
(Wolff and Starossek 2009; Cai et al. 2012; Samali et al. 
2015; Das et al. 2016a; Das et al. 2016b; Naji and Ghiasi 
2019). Most of these studies were performed using the finite 
element method (FEM) employed in SAP2000 and ANSYS, 
and hence, no simulation of the collapse process was given. 
The cable loss was modeled in terms of load applications 
by generating an impact load on the pylon and the deck in 
the opposite direction. Conversely, different studies were 
conducted to study the response up to collapse of the cable-
stayed bridges under various loading conditions. The tor-
sional response of the Morandi Bridge under the removal 
of a cable-stay was studied by Scattarreggia et al. (2022). 
Both the FEM and the applied element method (AEM) were 
used to show the damage migration for different reinforce-
ment layouts. Moreover, the bridge was studied under the 
impact of a falling object on a bridge deck (Scattarreggia 
et al. 2023). The AEM was selected to model the impact 
phenomena and the possibly ensuing progressive collapse 
scenarios. Numerous research focused on the same bridge in 

an effort to determine what caused its collapse (Domaneschi 
et al. 2020; Nuti et al. 2020; Malomo et al. 2020).

These investigations demonstrated the application of the 
AEM to track the bridge's behavior all the way to its total 
collapse.

A case study of a cable-stayed bridge under blast loading 
conditions was presented by Mudragada and Mishra (2021) 
to assess the bridge’s resistance against the progressive col-
lapse induced by localized failure. In this study, SAP2000 
software was employed. Three different blast scenarios 
were considered to understand bridge performance under 
blast loads. According to the results, the bridge was found 
to be too weak to withstand the explosion loads at the tower 
position, and progressive collapse was unavoidable. The 
response of the bridge was presented in terms of hinge for-
mation, maximum stresses, and joint displacements, and 
therefore, no collapse simulation was provided.

The collapse of the cable-stayed bridges under strong 
seismic excitations was investigated by Domaneschi et al. 
(2019); Wang et al. 2017) using the FEM employed in LS-
DYNA software and the AEM employed in ELS software. 
From these studies, it was found that the piers and the main 
pylons were crucial components contributing to the collapse 
of the cable-stayed bridge structure. Moreover, the failure 
of more than two cables at mid-span during the earthquake 
might make the bridge incapable of sustaining without caus-
ing excessive collapse. The collapse simulation was given 
only for the study carried out by the AEM.

High-resolution FE explicit simulation was used to study 
the dynamic response of a long-span cable-stayed bridge 
with high-rise twin pylons under ship impact (Guo et al. 
2020). In this study, the ship and bridge details were care-
fully taken into account. In addition, springs were utilized 
to consider the soil–pile interaction.

For better assessing the actual damage state of a long-
span cable-stayed bridge, a nonlinear FE model updating-
based collapse prediction approach was developed (Lin et al. 
2021). The viability and accuracy of the suggested collapse 
prognosis approach are confirmed by comparing the simula-
tion findings with practical observations and measurement 
data from the shaking table test. In this study, no collapse 
simulation process was provided. Moreover, a digital twin-
based collapse fragility assessment technique was provided 
for long-span cable-stayed bridges during powerful earth-
quakes (Lin et al. 2021). In this study, three FE bridge mod-
els were created: a design-based model, a linear model, and 
a nonlinear model. For these models, the collapse fragility 
curves of each model were determined using incremental 
dynamic analysis. The proposed method was found to be 
practical and reliable for estimating the likelihood of the 
seismic collapse of such bridges.

A novel progressive seismic FE model was presented for 
RC cable-stayed bridges located in earthquake-prone areas 
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(Zheng et al. 2022). A series of shaking experiments were 
performed on a 1:12 scale reinforced concrete pedestrian 
cable-stayed bridge with increasing peak ground accelera-
tions. The undamaged condition of the bridge was repre-
sented by a FE model, which was then nonlinearly updated 
according to the collected data from the measurement equip-
ment when the bridge model was subjected to mild shak-
ing table excitations. The observed results from the shaking 
table tests and the nonlinearly updated FE model were in 
good agreement.

Unlike previous models, the objective of the current 
work is to extend the IAEM, which was originally utilized 
for large-scale framed structures, to facilitate modeling the 
collapse mechanism of cable-stayed bridges. In brief, the 
AEM is a discretization method that reflects the continu-
ity of the structure by connecting finite rigid components 
along their borders with unique springs. The IAEM devel-
oped the idea of the multi-layered cross section to increase 
the method's range of applications (Abdelaziz et al. 2023). 
The main distinction between the IAEM and the conven-
tional AEM is that the AEM often employs a higher num-
ber of elements to model nonrectangular cross sections in 
order to follow the thickness change throughout the section 
height (Elkholy and Meguro 2004; El-Kholy et al. 2012). 
In contrast, the complete cross section may be modeled as 
one element utilizing the IAEM regarding all considerable 
non-homogeneous materials, resulting in a significant reduc-
tion in the amount of time and resources needed to solve 
the problem (Abdelaziz et al. 2021a). Although the IAEM 
showed good ability in the modeling of framed structures, 
it is limited in its ability to model some special structures, 
such as cable-stayed bridges. Therefore, the current work 
focuses on extending the approach to facilitate modeling the 
cable-stayed bridges.

2  Improved Applied Element Method (IAEM)

IAEM, a recently developed simulation tool, is used for 
modeling large-scale framed buildings with non-homoge-
neous cross sections, including RC and retrofitting sections, 

as well as bonded and unbonded structures (El-Kholy et al. 
2012; Abdelaziz et al. 2021a, 2020, 2021b, 2022). This 
method has the ability to follow structural performance with 
great precision until the final collapse stage in a reasonable 
solving time.

In this approach, the structure is modeled as an assembly 
of multi-layered rigid elements linked together by nonlin-
ear springs along the boundary line, representing axial and 
normal deformations.

These elements consist of several layers representing the 
unconfined and confined concrete, the bonded non-prestress-
ing and prestressing reinforcement, and the retrofitting layer, 
as given in Fig. 1 (Abdelaziz et al. 2021a). Using the advan-
tages of this element type, different cross-sectional shapes 
with various material types can be represented without dif-
ficulty. All similar layers in the neighboring elements are 
linked together by sets of normal and shear springs, repre-
senting the material characteristics of each layer as shown in 
Fig. 2 (El-Kholy et al. 2012). The normal and shear stiffness 
values (Ki

n
)L and (Ki

s
)L for each pair of springs in the Lth 

layer are as follows: (El-Kholy et al. 2012)

where the subscripts n and s denote normal and shear 
springs, respectively; EL and GL refer to the Young’s and the 
shear’s modulus of the Lth layer, respectively; di

l
 denotes the 

distance served by the ith spring in the Lth layer, Ti
n
 and Ti

s
 

denote the thicknesses represented by the pair of springs “i” 
for normal and shear cases, respectively; and a is the length 
of the representative area.

Figure 3 shows the flowchart for the major component 
of the method. The structural equilibrium equation may be 
solved using both the load control and displacement con-
trol incremental methods. The softening behavior of the 
structures can also be tracked. The geometric nonlinearity 
algorithm is the same as the conventional AEM approach 
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Fig. 1  The multi-layered element type (Abdelaziz et al. 2021a)
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(Meguro and Tagel-Din 2002), including P-effects and large 
displacement analysis.

3  IAEM Simulation of Cable‑Stayed Bridge

A cable-stayed bridge's superstructure is typically composed 
of three major structural components: pylons, inclined stay-
cables, and the bridge deck. These structural components 
can be made of different materials. As a result, a long-span 
cable-stayed bridge is frequently a complicated structure 
composed of different materials. In the proposed modeling 
technique, pylons and decks are modeled using the advan-
tage of the multi-layered element type, which consists of 
several layers representing homogeneous or non-homogene-
ous cross sections. Various rectangular or non-rectangular 
RC and composite sections can be modeled using large size 
elements without any complications, resulting in an accurate 
simulation of these large scale structures with a reasonable 
solving time and computer resources.

The stay-cable, on the other hand, is represented as a 
straight spring element type with an equivalent modulus of 
elasticity that takes into account the effects of material and 
geometric deformation of the bridge’s cables, as shown in 
Fig. 4. All cables are pinned to the pylon and to the deck at 
their points of attachment. In reality, a stay-cable will sag into 
a catenary shape according to its weight and tensile force. 

Given that the stay-cable is modeled as a straight segment, the 
sag effect has to be considered using the equivalent modulus of 
elasticity of the stay-cable ( Eeq) , which can be determined as:

where Ecb is the stay-cable’s modulus of elasticity, w is the 
stay-cable’s weight per unit length, Lcb is the stay-cable’s 
horizontal projected length, Acb is the stay-cable’s cross-
sectional area, and T is the tension in the stay-cable. This 
concept was first suggested by Ernst (Ernst 1965). The 
modulus of elasticity of the stay-cable ( Ecb) is calculated 
in each loading step according to the strain in the cable, the 
loading or unloading state, and the spring's past history, and 
as a result, the equivalent modulus of elasticity is updated in 
each loading step. The normal stiffness (Ki

n
)c of the spring 

representing a stay-cable can be determined as:

where Ei
eq

 is equivalent modulus of elasticity of the ith stay-
cable determined in Eq. (3); Ai

cb
 is the cross-sectional area 

of the ith cable; li
cb

 is the representative length of the ith 
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Fig. 2  Modeling RC framed structures with IAEM (Abdelaziz et al. 2021b)
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cable; and u1 is the relative axial deformation. This equation 
shows that the normal springs representing stay-cables are 
assumed to resist only tensile forces.

The cables' pretension forces are applied by adding an 
initial loading process in which the stay-cables’ springs are 
exposed to an initial strain to account for the effect of pre-
stressing. The initial strain for the cable springs (�c

int
) can be 

determined as follows:

where �cb is the prestressing stress in the stay-cable.
A new connection element type has also been included 

to simulate the pylon-deck connection. This element type 
generates vertical links that enable the transmission of axial 
loads from deck to pier without moment transfer, as indi-
cated in Fig. 4.

3.1  Local Stiffness Matrix Formulation

The local stiffness matrix for only one pair of contact springs 
in each multi-layered element is computed by assuming a 

(5)�
c
int

=
�cb

Ecb

Fig. 3  Flow chart of the IAEM 
(El-Kholy et al. 2012)

Fig. 4  Generation of springs representing the stay-cable
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unit displacement in each degree of freedom. The upper 
left quarter components of the matrix are given in Eq. (6) 
(Abdelaziz et al. 2021a). On the other hand, the local stiff-
ness matrix of the normal springs, which represent the stay-
cable, is given in Eq. (7). All notations used in this equation 
are depicted in Fig. 5. It should be noted that the stiffness 
matrix has the complete effect from all of the pairs of springs 
depending on the stress condition around the element. The 
stiffness matrices of individual springs at each layer, as 
well as the stiffness matrices of the stay-cable springs, are 
summed to form the multi-layered element's condensed stiff-
ness matrix. The global stiffness matrix of the structure is 
then computed by summing the global stiffness matrices of 
the elements.

3.2  Modification of the Mass Matrix

In addition to the elements’ own weight and the non-structural 
masses, the stay-cable mass must be considered to present the 
essential characteristics of a cable-stayed bridge. The cable 
mass is lumped at the centroid of the elements that the stay-
cable connects. The diagonal vector of the cable mass matrix 
[Mc] can be determined as follows:

where �cb is the mass density of the cable, Acb is the cross-
sectional area of the cable, and Lcb is the representative 
length of the cable. In addition, the diagonal elements of the 
mass matrix for the multi-layered element are determined 
as follows:
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where a is the element length, nsp and nlyr are the number 
of connecting springs and layers, respectively, �j is the mate-
rial density of the jth layer, bi is the width served by the 
spring in the jth layer, and tx

j
andt

y

j
 are the ith spring's thick-

nesses in the jth layer in the x and y directions, respectively 
(El-Kholy et al. 2012).

The structure's global mass matrix is determined by add-
ing the local mass matrices of all the elements taken into 

account as follows:

where 
[

Ms

]

 is the structural mass matrix that represents 
the element's own weight, 

[

Mn.s

]

 is the non-structural mass 
matrix, and 

[

Mc

]

 is the structural mass matrix of the stay-
cable. It should be noted that the matrix 

[

Mc

]

 only returns to 
the elements that are connected by the cable. These matrices 
can be described by the following equation:

where M1 and M2 are the additional masses applied at the 
translational DOFs of a certain element, and M3 is the 
additional mass applied at the rotational DOF of the same 
element.

3.3  Material Modeling

The tangential stiffness of each spring depends on its mate-
rial type, the loading or unloading stage, the strain of the 
spring, and the spring's past history. The Okamura and 
Maekawa compression model (Okamoto and Maekawa 
1991), depicted in Fig. 6, is employed for both confined and 
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unconfined concrete springs. The tangent modulus of each 
concrete spring is computed at each load step, whether the 
concrete spring is in the loading or unloading stage. To avoid 
singularity, the spring stiffness is reduced to 1% of its ini-
tial value when the spring stress exceeds the compressive 
strength of concrete (El-Kholy et al. 2012). The stress–strain 
relationship for concrete under tension is considered to be 
linear, with the same initial stiffness until reaching the ten-
sile strength of concrete. After cracking, the stiffness of 

springs under tension is assumed to be zero. On the other 
hand, two material models may be used for steel springs 
and cable springs: the bilinear stress–strain model with 
kinematic strain hardening and the Menegotto and Pinto 
stress–strain model (Menegotto and Pinto 1973), which are 
depicted in Fig. 6. The Menegotto–Pinto model is recom-
mended for higher numerical stability under complicated 
loading histories as it accounts for the effects of partial 
unloading and Bauschinger's effect.

4  Verification

To assess the method’s capability for modeling cable-stayed 
bridges and its accuracy and reliability, two different verifi-
cation examples of cable-stayed bridges have been modeled. 
The analysis results are compared to earlier research works 
and the FE analysis, which has been performed using the 
well-known FE program SAP2000 v.20 (CSI (Computers 
and Structures Inc.) 2020).

4.1  Static Analysis of Cable‑Stayed Bridge (CSB#1)

This example presents a cable-stayed bridge model proposed 
by Cheung et al. (Cheung et al. 1996). The bridge has a 
center span of 400 m and two side spans of 160 m each. The 
deck girder is simply supported at the end abutments. Fig-
ure 7 shows the general configuration of this bridge model. 
Table 1 shows the cross-sectional properties of each compo-
nent of the bridge model. Dead load is considered assuming 
a uniform D.L. of 10 t/m on the girder. In this load case, the 
pretension cable loads are computed by the rigid support 
method, and linear behavior is assumed. The prestressing 
forces in the cables are given in Table 2.

The bridge has been modeled in both IAEM using only 
460 elements, as shown in Fig. 8, and FEM. The bending 
moment results of CSB#1 obtained using IAEM and FEM, 
as well as those obtained by Cheung et al. (Cheung et al. 
1996), using the finite strip analysis are presented in Fig. 9. 
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From the figure, it can be seen that the model’s results can 
be categorized as satisfactory. Small differences have been 
identified. This, however, is still within the acceptable range.

4.2  Dynamic Analysis of a Fan‑Shaped Cable‑Stayed 
Bridge (CSB#2)

The second example presents a cable-stayed bridge with 
a configuration close to an existing bridge in Japan (the 
Meiko-Nishi Bridge in Nagoya) with a few modifications in 
dimensions. The bridge geometry is illustrated in Fig. 10, 
and the properties are given in Table 3. The static and 
dynamic behaviors of this bridge have been studied earlier 
by several other investigators (Abdel-Ghaffar and Nazmy 
1991). The bridge has been modeled using IAEM as shown 
in Fig. 11. In the model, the girder has been pinned at the 
ends and connected to the pylons by vertical links. Further-
more, the pylons have been assumed to be rigidly fixed at 
their bottom ends.

Fig. 7  General configuration of 
CSB#1

10 x 40.0 = 400.0

720.0 m

4 x 40.0 = 160.0

100.00

4 x 40.0 = 160.0

21 3 4 5 76 8

Table 1  Main data of bridge CSB#1

– Not applicable

Member Area  (m2) Moment of 
inertia  (m4)

Modulus of 
elasticity (t/
m2)

Girder 2.00 1.00 20.0 ×  106

Cables 1, 4, 5, 8 0.10 – 15.2 ×  106

Cables 2, 3, 6, 7 0.05 – 15.2 ×  106

Pylon 20.00 5.00 20.0 ×  106

Table 2  Prestressing forces in various cables

Element ID Prestressing forces (t)

1 & 8
2 & 7
3 & 6
4 & 5

1411.30
1161.65
1031.30
1499.63

Fig. 8  IAEM model for CSB#1

0

Fig. 9  Bending moment diagram of bridge model of CSB#1
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Modal analysis has been carried out to find the vibration 
properties, natural modes, and natural frequencies of the bridge 
to evaluate the method’s capability for modeling cable-stayed 
bridges. The results are compared with the values obtained by 
Abdel-Ghaffar and Nazmy (1991) and with the values obtained 
by the finite element employed in SAP2000 software. The low-
est vertical bending modes of vibration and the corresponding 
natural frequencies of the bridge are shown in Table 4.

According to this table, it can be observed that the IAEM 
manages to describe the mode shapes and the corresponding 
natural frequencies with good accuracy. Small differences are 
identified. However, this is still within an acceptable range.

5  Cable‑Stayed Bridge under Cable Loss

In order to examine the capability of the proposed technique, 
a cable-stayed bridge has been analyzed under a cable-loss 
scenario. The structure considered in this analysis has the 

same geometric dimensions as the cable-stayed bridge 
CSB#2 depicted in Sect. 4.2, with modifications in the cross-
sectional properties of the bridge components to make the 
bridge much more vulnerable to collapse under cable-loss 
conditions. The properties of the proposed bridge are given 
in Table 5.

In the proposed method, the structure’s design load as 
well as the prestressing forces in the cables are applied as 
initial loads, while the sudden loss of the cable element 
is applied as loading in the time domain. Once the loss of 
the cable occurs, the cable force is redistributed in the next 
increment by applying this force in the reverse direction. 
These redistributed forces are transferred to the element 
center as a force and a moment, and then, these redistrib-
uted forces are applied to the structure in the next increment.

The current study investigates the scenario of the simul-
taneous loss of two cables (11 and 12) in 0.20 s. The time 
step is set to 0.01 s. The deck and pylon are assumed to 
have a yield strength of 360 MPa. On the other hand, the 

Fig. 10  General configuration of CSB#2

Table 3  Main data of bridge 
CSB#2

– Not applicable, aIncluding weight of cross-beams

Member Area  (m2) Moment of inertia 
 (m4)

Modulus of elasticity 
(N/m2)

Mass (t/m)

Girder 0.93 0.26 2.0 ×  1011 19.64a

Girder, central part 1.11 1.29 2.0 ×  1011 19.64a

Pylon above deck level 13.01 34.52 2.8 ×  1010 30.65
Pylon below deck level 18.58 86.31 2.8 ×  1010 43.78
Links, deck to pylons 0.56 – 2.0 ×  1011 4.38
Cables 1,24 0.0362 – 2.0 ×  1011 0.398
Cables 2, 11, 14, 23 0.0232 – 2.0 ×  1011 0.255
Cables 3, 10, 15, 22 0.0204 – 2.0 ×  1011 0.225
Cables 4, 9, 16, 21 0.0176 – 2.0 ×  1011 0.194
Cables 5, 8, 17, 20 0.0139 – 2.0 ×  1011 0.153
Cables 6, 7, 18, 19 0.0113 – 2.0 ×  1011 0.125
Cables 12, 13 0.0372 – 2.0 ×  1011 0.409

Fig. 11  IAEM model for 
CSB#2
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Table 4  First four natural modes of CSB#2

Method Mode f(HZ)

IAEM 0.3097

1st mode FEM 0.3293

Abdel-Ghaffar (1991) 0.3109

IAEM 0.43551

2nd mode FEM 0.4634

Abdel-Ghaffar (1991) 0.4105

IAEM 0.66513

3rd mode FEM 0.6676

Abdel-Ghaffar (1991) 0.6498

IAEM 0.7199

4th mode FEM 0.7389

Abdel-Ghaffar (1991) 0.6994
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cables' yield strength is assumed to be 1550 MPa. IAEM has 
been used to perform a dynamic nonlinear collapse analysis. 
According to the simulation results, the mechanism of fail-
ure is shown in Fig. 12. Additionally, Fig. 13 displays the 
time history of the stress in cable 10. Moreover, the time-
history of displacement at the extremities of both portions 
of non-collapsed decks are shown in Fig. 14. It should be 
noted that the positive displacement indicates downward 

movement of the bridge deck. The failure history can be 
summarized as follows:

1. When both cables have failed at the same time, an imme-
diate push on the anchorage points on the pylon and the 
deck has been generated. The girder between cables 10 
and 13 has experienced severe vertical displacement, 
resulting in additional straining actions on the girder as 

Table 5  Main data of the 
proposed bridge

– Not applicable, aIncluding weight of cross-beams

Member Area  (m2) Moment of inertia 
 (m4)

Modulus of elasticity 
(N/m2)

mass (t/m)

Girder 0.2325 0.065 2.0 ×  1011 19.64a

Girder, central part 0.2775 0.3225 2.0 ×  1011 19.64a

Pylon above deck level 1.821 4.833 2.0 ×  1011 30.65
Pylon below deck level 2.601 12.083 2.0 ×  1011 43.78
Links, deck to pylons 0.56 – 2.0 ×  1011 4.38
Cables 1,24 0.0362 – 2.0 ×  1011 0.398
Cables 2, 11, 14, 23 0.0232 – 2.0 ×  1011 0.255
Cables 3, 10, 15, 22 0.0204 – 2.0 ×  1011 0.225
Cables 4, 9, 16, 21 0.0176 – 2.0 ×  1011 0.194
Cables 5, 8, 17, 20 0.0139 – 2.0 ×  1011 0.153
Cables 6, 7, 18, 19 0.0113 – 2.0 ×  1011 0.125
Cables 12, 13 0.0372 – 2.0 ×  1011 0.409

Fig. 12  Collapse mechanism of 
the cable-stayed girder due to 
cable loss
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well as a significant amount of axial tension the neigh-
boring cables.

2. Plastic hinges have been formed at the two ends of the 
girder, between cables 10 and 13, and in the mid-span 
region.

3. Moving onto cable 10, the cable has been exposed to 
higher values of tensile force after the cables' loss (after 
0.20 s), resulting in the attainment of the yield stress at 
2.4 s, as shown in Fig. 13.

4. The bridge girder has suffered more severe damage 
until the portion at the anchoring joint collapsed, caus-
ing downward movement of this segment. Moreover, the 

stress in cable 10 has started to decrease as a result of 
the reduction in the applied vertical load at 10 s.

5. When this segment collided with the ground, the other 
portion of the girder at the anchorage joint with cable 
13 collapsed, causing this segment to fall.

6. The bridge has behaved as two cantilever parts, provid-
ing an alternative load path, and therefore, the progres-
sive collapse process has stopped.

From Fig. 12, it can be seen that the proposed modeling 
technique has proven to be an effective tool for analyzing 
the overall performance of cable-stayed bridges from early 
loading to ultimate collapse. This approach examines the 
structure's stability in a reasonably basic and effective man-
ner. Furthermore, the study provides a clear graphic repre-
sentation of the progressive collapse phenomenon.

6  Conclusions

A numerical simulation analysis based on the IAEM has 
been provided to facilitate the modeling of cable-stayed 
bridges. The fundamental benefit of the proposed model 
is that it can give a thorough analysis and visualization of 
structural behavior throughout various loading stages, rang-
ing from modest displacement in the elastic mode to element 
separation and structural collapse. For that, a new type of 
spring element has been introduced to simulate the stay-
cable as a single straight spring element with an equiva-
lent modulus of elasticity that incorporates the effects of 
material and geometric deformation of the bridge cables. 
Moreover, the advantage of the multi-layered element has 
been used for modeling the pylon and the deck. In addition, 
an initial loading step has been implemented to consider the 
pretension forces in the stay-cables. During this load step, 
an initial strain is produced in the stay-cable to represent 
the prestressing forces. Furthermore, a new connection ele-
ment type has been introduced to simulate the pylon-deck 
connection. In order to identify the essential properties of a 
cable-stayed bridge, the mass matrix has been modified to 
account for the mass of the cable-stay that is needed to apply 
at certain DOFs. Verification examples have been provided 
to test the model's functionality. A comparison of the pro-
posed modeling technique’s results with the finite element 
results and previous research works has revealed good agree-
ment, showing the proposed modeling technique's reliability. 
Additionally, the proposed model has been examined under 
an extreme loading scenario represented by the simultaneous 
rupture of two stay-cables. The proposed modeling tech-
nique has demonstrated a strong capability to study the total 
performance of the cable-stayed bridges from the early stage 
of loading until the total collapse. This approach provides a 

0
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Fig. 13  Time history of the stress in cable 10

(a) Displacement under cable 10

(b) Displacement under cable 13

0
0 5 10 15 20

0
0 5 10 15 20

Fig. 14  Time-history of displacement at the extremities of both por-
tions of non-collapsed decks (displacement is positive when it moves 
downward)
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relatively simple and effective method to examine the stabil-
ity of the structure.

7  Recommendations for Further Research

The proposed approach restricts the modeling of cable-sup-
ported bridges to straight cables with an equivalent modulus 
of elasticity. As a result, the current numerical model can be 
extended to simulate other cable configurations by dividing 
the cable into several straight elements in order to accurately 
model the curved geometry of the cable, such as in the case 
of a suspension bridge.
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